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ON MONOMIAL ALGEBRAS

OF FINITE GLOBAL DIMENSION

BY

DAVID J. ANICK1

Abstract. Let G be an associative monomial k-algebra. If G is assumed to be

finitely presented, then either G contains a free subalgebra on two monomials or else

G has polynomial growth. If instead G is assumed to have finite global dimension,

then either G contains a free subalgebra or else G has a finite presentation and

polynomial growth. Also, a graded Hopf algebra with generators in degree one and

relations in degree two contains a free Hopf subalgebra if the number of relations is

small enough.

1. Introduction. Connected graded algebras over a field (see [1] for definitions)

arise naturally in several contexts, including as the cohomology ring of a space with

coefficients in a field, the homology ring of an associative //-space, and the Yoneda

Ext-algebra of a local Noetherian ring. The last two of these are in general

noncommutative graded algebras, and a natural question arises in their study as to

whether or not they contain free noncommutative graded subalgebras. In [4],

Luchezar Avramov poses this question for certain Ext-algebras as a conjecture. Felix

and Halperin [9] and others have used rational homotopy theory to explore this

question for H*(Q,X; Q), where X is a space of finite rational category.

Not all of what we prove in this article applies directly to local rings or to loop

spaces, but there is a close connection. In many instances, such as when the cube of

a ring's maximal ideal vanishes or when a space has rational category two, the

question concerning free subalgebras reduces to the same question asked about a

certain finitely presented (noncommutative) graded Hopf algebra [15, 10]. In these

and other settings we may also know that a graded algebra has finite global

dimension, whether or not it is finitely presented. The most general question which

can be asked along these lines is the following.

Question 1. Let G be a connected, nonnegatively graded algebra (resp. Hopf

algebra) over a field. Suppose either that G is finitely presented or that gl.dim.(G) <

oo. Is it true that G must have either subexponential or polynomial growth, or else

contain a free subalgebra (resp. Hopf subalgebra) on two homogeneous generators?

The restrictions on G embedded in Question 1 are easy to explain. A free

subalgebra on two homogeneous generators would have exponential growth, so if

G 's growth is subexponential it has no hope of containing a free subalgebra. Golod

and Shafarevich [11] constructed finitely generated graded algebras with exponential
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growth in which each element is nilpotent. These algebras do not even contain a free

subalgebra on one generator, so clearly the condition of being finitely generated is

not enough. Finally, a free algebra (resp. free Hopf algebra) on two elements

automatically contains a free subalgebra on a countably infinite set of generators

(resp. primitive generators), so there is no reason to look for subalgebras (resp. Hopf

subalgebras) with three or more generators.

§§ 2 and 3 of this paper deal with monomial k-algebras. A monomial k-algebra is

an associative graded k-algebra (k is any field) which has a presentation as

G « k(S)/(W), where 5 denotes a graded set of generators and the ideal of

relations is generated as a two-sided ideal by a collection W of monomials in 5.

Monomial algebras are studied partly because they are the combinatorially simplest

kind of graded algebras, so sharper theorems can be expected, and partly because

problems for larger classes of algebras can sometimes be reduced to them. In

particular, we plan to prove

Theorem 1. Let G be a monomial k-algebra, and suppose either (a) that G is finitely

presented or (b) that gl.dim.(G) < oo. Then either G contains a free subalgebra on two

monomials or G has polynomial growth.

Part (a) will be proved as Theorem 3, and part (b) will be implicit in Theorem 6.

□

The last section of the paper deals with graded Hopf algebras having generators in

degree one and relations in degree two. These objects play a central role in the

theory of local rings (R, m, k) having m3 = 0 [13], and also in the theory of Q,Xfor X a

1-connected CW complex with dim(^) = 4 [12, 15]. In particular, Ext£(k, k) con-

tains a free subalgebra if a certain graded Hopf algebra G does, where G has

aj = dim(m/m2) generators in degree one and d = dim(m2) relations in degree two.

Theorem 9 includes the following.

Theorem 2. Let (R,m,k) be a local ring with m3 = 0, where k is algebraically

closed, dim(m/m2) = aj and dim(m2) = d. If d < \(?>n — 5), then Ext^(k, k) contains

a free Hopf subalgebra on two generators of degree one or two.   □

2. Finitely presented monomial algebras. In this section we prove that a finitely

presented monomial algebra with exponential growth always contains free subalge-

bras.

We begin by describing a vector space basis for a monomial k-algebra. A k-basis

for the free algebra k(S) is T = Ts, the set of all monomials (also called words) on

S, including the empty word denoted "1". A monomial u is nontrivial if u =t= 1. For u

and v monomials, we say that u is a left factor or initial segment (resp. proper left

factor) of v if and only if v = uq for some monomial (resp. nontrivial monomial) q,

and likewise for right factors ox final segments. The word u is a segment of v if u is a

right factor of a left factor of v. The relation "is a segment of is a partial order on

T.
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A k-basis for the monomial algebra G = k(S)/(W) is

M= (u^ T\ no w^W is a segment of u}.

We shall always assume, without loss of generality, that the presentation G ~

k(S)/(W) is minimal. This means that W n 5 is empty and that Wis an antichain

with respect to the "segment of partial order.

Monomial rings admit as many independent gradings as they have generators,

since the relations W axe automatically homogeneous. Changing from one (positive)

grading to another does not affect the nature of the growth of G, as the following

lemma shows. The situation for the growth of groups under a change of generators is

analogous [14, Lemma 1].

Lemma 1. Let G ~ k(xx,... ,x )/(wx,w2,...) be a finitely generated monomial

k-algebra with the set function e: [xx,...,x } -* Z+ determining its grading. Let G' be

an algebra with the same presentation as G, but let G' be graded by length, i.e., set each

\Xj\ = 1. Then G has polynomial growth if and only if G' has polynomial growth.

Proof. Let

M = { u G T\ no segment of u is in W}

be the collection of monomials which serves as a k-basis for both G and G'. Let

an = # [u czz M\e(u) = aj} and bn = #{«gM| \u\ = ai,} so the respective Hilbert

series are
00 oc

Hc(z) = I anz"   and    Hc,(z) =  £ bnz\
n=0 n=0

Setting aai = max{e(jc,),. ..,e(x )}, we have

K < a„ + an+x + ■■■ + amn   and   amn_p < bn + b„ + l + ■■■ + bmn_p

whenever 0 < p < m. If an < cai^ for all ai, then
mn

b„ < £ cid < (cmd)nd(mn - n + 1) < c'nd+1

i = n

for some constant c'. Likewise bn < caj'' for all ai leads to an ^ c'nd+l for some c'.

This is the desired conclusion.   □

A more subtle argument shows that the least exponents d and d' governing the

polynomial rates of growth for G and G' must actually coincide. For our purposes,

however, Lemma 1 suffices: we may assume that all e(xf) = 1 in proving the

following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let

G^k(xx,...,xj)/(wl,...,wr)

be any finitely presented connected graded monomial k-algebra. Then either G contains

a free subalgebra on two monomials, or else G has polynomial growth.

Proof. As mentioned, we may by Lemma 1 assume that G is graded so that each

\Xj\ = 1. Write W= (wx,...,wr) and let d= max{|w,| |iv; e W). Let M be the

k-basis for G described above and let

L = (u & T\\u\= d and no w, is a segment of u),
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which is a k-basis for the degree d part of G. For u, v e L, write "u \- v" if uv e M

and write "a N »" if there exists a sequence ul9...,u. in L with /? > 2 and

w = «, I- w2 h- • • • \- up = v. Note that this condition implies that the product

u\ui ""' up lies in M because each wt e H7 could cross at most one "boundary"

between successive factors in that product.

One of these two mutually exclusive cases must be true for G:

(A) There exist u, v, y e L, v =t y, for which u \- v \= u and u V- y 1= u.

(B) For each u e L, there is at most one v e L such that u\-v and jj 1= u.

In case (A), we write u\- v = vx\- v2 \- • ■ ■  \- v  = u and u\- y = y\ V- y2 \-

'"'  ^~ yq= u- Then the subalgebra on bx = vxv2 • ■ ■ v  and b2 = yxy2 ■ ■ ■ y is free

in G.

In case (B), define an equivalence relation on L by u — v if and only if u = v or

u f= u f= m. Clearly «, - «2 t= u2 — u, implies ux 1= u,, so the relation 1= becomes a

partial order on equivalence classes. Write "w \ v" if u 1= u but u ■*■ v. Let

a„ u= # ( y & M\\y\= nd and « is a left factor of y}.

Then

a„ „ = # [sequences u = ux\- u2Y- ■ ■ ■  \- un\uj ^ L\,

so an.u = £-ut-oan-i,v ^or « > 2, while a, „= 1 for all u e L. In view of condition

(B), there exists for each w e L at most one monomial u' e L for which u \- u' \= u.

If such a m' does exist for a particular u, then

(1) «„,„< a«-i.«'+ EoB-i,B-
« ]. r

If for a particular w there is no w' satisfying « h- u' t= «, then formula (1) is still true

if we interpret the term a„_, „> as zero.

Staying wtih case (B) above, we claim that the formula

n-l

(2) a„.„< 1 +  L   E";,„
1 = 1   u l V

is valid for all ai and u. We have already observed that (2) holds for ai = 1. Assuming

(2) holds for some particular ai, we have by (1)

an+l.u <  an.u   +    L  a„,n

u i V

< i + L   E «,,, + E«M
'=1   \U'lr ' « 1 ''

/ = 1  w i. V

as desired.

The fact that equivalence classes are partially ordered under 1= and that there are

at most #(L) classes means that we can label the classes as a,, a2,...,ac, where

a, 1= a   only if j > j.  Let A0 = 1  and for  1 < j < c let Ay denote the product
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#(ax)#(a2) ■ ■ ■ #(aj). By (2) we have a„ u < 1 for u e a,, and we assert that

To prove (3), note that we have already observed that it holds for m = 1, so

suppose (3) holds for some m. Then for u e am+,, we have by formula (2)

«„.„<!+ I E«(.,<i+E E Lr^2'ri
( = 1   ulr 1 = 1 7=1 c€Ea; \     -A /

=i+i1f(/;r12k-1#M
, = 1 y_i \     J I

i      "-1   » li+j-2\        ,     ,    ."f.1   ™ //+/- 2\

-i-<.+<»(m+r1M"'+,r1)<-
as desired. In particular, we may conclude that

(4) a„,u<'c-i«c_1

for any u & L.

From (4) we get that

#{y czz M\\y\= nd + s} < (gs)#{y& A/|b| = w/}

u<El.

= (constant)Ai'^1    forO < s < d,

so G has polynomial growth.   □

3. Monomial algebras with finite global dimension. We turn our attention now to

algebras with finite global dimension. The condition of finite global dimension is, in

many respects, more stringent than the condition of finite presentation. It will turn

out that a monomial algebra with finite global dimension but without free subalge-

bras is necessarily a finitely presented algebra of a very special kind.

To work with the concept of finite global dimension, we recall from [5] a

computation of G's homology. The graded algebra G is no longer assumed to be

finitely generated. The computation is best described in terms of "chains" and

"prechains", so we define these terms next.

Definition. With a set of generators S, the free monoid T on S, and an antichain

W cz T as in §2, define the set of Ai-chains recursively, as follows. A (-l)-chain is the

monomial 1, a 0-chain is any element of S, and a 1-chain is a word in W. An

(aj + l)-prechain is a word w e T which has two factorizations vv = uvq = ust in T,

where u is an (aj — l)-chain, s is a proper left segment of v, uv is an Ai-chain, and

t g W. The right factor q is called the tail of the prechain. An (ai + l)-prechain vv is

an (ai + l)-chain if and only if no proper left segment of w is also an (aj + l)-prechain.

To illustrate the concepts of chains and prechains we offer two examples.
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Example 1. Suppose S = [a, b, c} and W = [abca, cab}. The 2-prechains are

w2x = abcabca, w22 = abcab, and w23 = cabca. Each 2-prechain consists of two

(possibly identical) words from W which overlap. For example, the two factoriza-

tions associated with w23 are

w23 = (c)(ab)(ca) = (c)(l)(abca).

Of the three 2-prechains, only w22 and w23 are 2-chains, since w21 has w22 as a proper

left segment. The 3-prechains are

w31 = (cab)(ca)(bca) = (cab)(c)(abca)

and

w32 = (cab)(ca)(b) = (cab)(l)(cab),

of which only r>32 is a 3-chain. There are no 4-prechains by the following reasoning.

Any 4-prechain vv would require a 3-chain as a left factor, but we have only one

3-chain, so vv would have to look like w = (cabca)(b)(x) for some word x. The

" ust" factorization of vv requires that bx equal st for some t g W while s must be a

proper subword of the monomial b, forcing s = 1 and bx g H7. But no words in W

start with the letter b. Thus we have found all the Ai-chains for this set W of

monomials.

Example 2. To show how subtly the set of n-chains depends upon W, we alter the

previous example by just one letter, keeping S= {a,b,c} but setting W =

[abca, aab}. The 2-prechains are aabca, abcabca, and abcaab; all of these are

2-chains. By trying various tails to append to each of these 2-chains we can identify

all 3-prechains. Writing a 3-prechain in the form (u\)q, our list is: (aabca)ab,

(aabca)bca, (abcabca)ab, (abcabca)bca, (abcaab)ca. All of these are in fact 3-chains.

As an exercise, the reader is encouraged to verify that for this example the number

of Ai-chains equals the (ai + 2)nd Fibonacci number when n > 1.

The next theorem indicates why we are interested in the concept of Ai-chains.

Theorem 4. Let W be an antichain of monomials in the free monoid on the graded

set S. If G = k(S)/(W) and i > 0, then Tor,^+(k, k) is isomorphic as a graded

k-module with the span of the set of (i — l)-chains for W. In particular, gl.dim.(G) < d

if and only if there are no d-chains (equivalently, no d-prechains).

Proof. See [5 or 2, Lemma 3.3].   □

Our goal is a theorem which will characterize quite crisply the nature of a

monomial algebra with finite global dimension and without free subalgebras. The

bulk of the proof will take place in the context of a fairly lengthy induction

argument. The next four paragraphs offer notations and definitions which will be

essential in that induction.

For u,veT, let Fu v denote the submonoid of T generated by u and v, and let

(u,v) denote the collection of all segments of words in Fuv. The condition that G

contain no free subalgebra on two monomials is equivalent to the requirement that

W n (u, v) he nonempty whenever Fuv is free on two generators. A sufficient

condition that Fu v be free on two generators is that u =£ v and u, v czz V, where

F={«e T\u ¥= w1 for any / > 2 and w g T}.
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The sufficiency of this condition will be proved in Lemma 2 of §4; for now we

assume it.

For ai > 0 an integer and r g T, write n-4r if and only if, for some / > n, there is

an /-chain vv such that a is a right factor of its tail. Write ai^a if and only if n-4q for

some nontrivial left factor q of r. Thus n<q implies n + q but not conversely, while

n<q implies ai-^a for any right factor r of q.

Write u —> v if and only if there is a word

w = sxs2s3 g W n (u, v),

where sx is a nontrivial right factor of u, s2 g Fu v, and s3 is a left factor of u or of v.

The symbols u =-» v mean w -> v or w = u. The assumption of no free subalgebra

implies, whenever u, v G M n V with u ± v, that either w -* v or u -> m, or both.

(Recall from §2 that M denotes the set of monomials containing no member of W as

a segment and that M serves as a k-basis for the algebra G.)

Let \u\ denote the length of a monomial u G T. If G starts out with a different

grading, it will not affect the upcoming Theorem 5. Recursively define the collection

of atoms for G to be A = [J™_xAn, where Ax = 5 and, given y4„_,, ^4n is defined by

An = An_x U [ wi;|w g An_x, v G An_x, u -* v,uv g M, and |mu| = aj j.

The best insights into the algebraic structure of G are afforded by understanding

the behavior of its atoms. Theorem 5 does this in a big way, offering ten separate

facts about M and A. The most important fact for later use is unique factorization,

while for the proof itself, chain extension and total ordering are the most vital.

Theorem 5. With notations as above, suppose that the monomial algebra G has finite

global dimension but does not contain a free subalgebra on two monomials. Then the

following ten propositions are true for all n > 1.

U„ (Unique factorization): Any word w czz M — {1} with |w| < ai may be uniquely

factored into vv = axa2 ■ ■ ■ am, where a, G Anandam =-*  ■ ■ ■  =—> a2 =-* a,.

S„ (Segmentation): Let u g An, and suppose u = qr, where q + 1 and r # 1.

Suppose q = a, • • ■ am, where a, G An and am=-> ■ ■ ■ =-» ax, and likewise for

r = bx ■ ■ ■ bj. Then there exist s,ie A„_x with u = st, for which am =-» s -> t =->

bx.

P„ (No proper powers): An c V. No atom is a proper power of a monomial.

I„ (Interpolation): If u,v G An_x and u ^ v and u -> v, and uv g M with \uv\ < n,

then either u -» uv -» v or there exists u' g An_x with u -> u' -» uv -* v.

Fn (Full endings): Ifm*-u and u G An, then m<u.

Cn (Chain extension): If u g An, m<u, and q ¥= u is any monomial in M with

u —» q, then (m + l)>q.

E„ (Exclusivity): For u, v G An, exactly one of the relations u -» v, u = v, and

v —> u is valid.

T„ (Total ordering): The relation -» is a total order on An.

L„ (Left and right segments): If u g An and v g An and v is a left (resp. right)

factor of u, then v =-> u (resp. w =-> u).

R„ (The xelations in W): Any wordw G W with \w\ < aj is a "would-be-atom." That

is, it equals uv for some u,v g An_x having u -> v.
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Proof. We fix ai and suppose that either ai = 1 or that all ten propositions are

known to hold for ai - 1. In particular, we shall make free use of T„_x without

noting each such application explicitly.

To prove proposition Un (Ux is trivial) let vv g M have \w\ = n and write vv = xv,

where \x\ = 1 and v G M. Uniquely factor v via proposition U„_i as v = bx ■ ■ ■ bm,

where bi+x =-» fe,. Let i be the largest index for which _y,. = xbx ■ ■ ■ fe, is an atom

(j = 0 and i = m axe both possible). Then the relation yl -> bi+x would contradict

the maximality of /, so by proposition En_x we have bi+l =-> yj. Consequently

yfii+i ''' *misa valid factorization of w.

For uniqueness, we first make a certain observation. Whenever q is a word of

length ai - 1 or less with unique factorization q = ax ■ ■ ■ a, and whenever/? is a left

factor of q, thenp = ax ■ ■ ■ at_xr for some i and for some nontrivial left segment r

of at. The observation is that, if r is uniquely factored as r = bx • • • bm, then the

unique factorization of p isp = ax ■ ■ ■ aj_xbx ■ ■ ■ bm. To see this it suffices to check

that bx =-» «,_,. But this follows from proposition L„_,, which gives bx =-> a,

= -> Oj_x, to which we apply T„_,. Similarly, if \q\ < aj - 1 and/? is a right factor of

q and q = ax ■ ■ ■ a{ with p = raj+x ■ ■ ■ ah then the unique factorization of p is

p = bx ■■■ bmal + x ■■■a,.

Now let vv g An, and suppose that w = ax • • • a, and w = bx ■ ■ ■ bm are two

distinct monotonic atomic factorizations of vv. Without loss of generality we may

take \ax\ > \bx\, and \ax\ = \bx\ would imply the existence of two factorizations for

a2 ■ ■ ■ a,, contradicting U„_,, so \ax\ > \bx\. By the above observation, however, this

would lead to two factorizations for a,, contradicting U„_, unless 1=1. When 1=1,

factor w = ax as w = uv, where u g An_x, v G An_x, and u -* v. The above observa-

tion together with U„_, guarantees that |w| < \bx\ and that \v\ < \bm\. If m ^ 2, then

\b1\ + \bj^\u\ + \v\ = \w\ = \bx ••• bm\>\bx\ + \bj,

so am = 2 and equality holds throughout. But then v = b2=-*> bx = u -> v, a con-

tradiction.

To verify proposition Sn (S, is vacuous), let u g A„ and let u = qr be any

nontrivial factorization. Write q = ax ■ ■ ■ am and r = bx • • • b,, in accordance with

U„_!. If aw = / = 1, then q -> r and we are done (the possibility r =-> q would yield

two atomic factorizations of u = qr, contradicting the now established proposition

U„). Otherwise construct a sequence vx, v2,... ,vl+m of atoms as follows. Start with

vx = am, and if for somey there are indices i and/7 such that u = ax ■ ■ ■ ajVjbp ■ ■ ■ bh

then either a, -* u or u -» b (or both), since otherwise we would have two atomic

factorizations of u. Define vj+, to be atVj if at -» p. and let Py+1 = v}bp otherwise. The

relation am -> v2 = ambx -» bx is a consequence of I„_,, and by induction ony we

get that am -> p- -> fc,. The last entry in our sequence must be vl+m= u and the

penultimate entry vl+m_x must equal either ax ■ ■ ■ ambx ■ ■ ■ b,_x ox a2 ■ ■ ■ ambx

■ ■ ■ bj. In the former case use s = vl+m_x and t = b„ yielding am -* vi+m_x = s -> t

= bj =-> fe,, and in the latter case choose s = ax and t = v,+m_x, giving am =-» a,

= * -» ' = «/+«-! -» *i-
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For proposition P„ (P, is vacuous), if |w| = ai and u = w1 with / ^ 2 we must prove

that u is not also an atom. Using U„ write vv = ax ■ ■ ■ am, where am = -* • • • =-» ax,

so u = ax ■ • • amax • ■ • am ■ ■ ■ am. Define a finite sequence of factorizations of u,

u = biXbi2 ■■• bj/m+x_j fox i = 1, 2,..., where fe, 7 g An as follows. The first

factorization in the sequence is the original one,

u = b\.\ ■ ■ ■ h\,tm = ai ■ • • ama\ ■■■ am--- am.

Having found the ith factorization, if it turns out that fe, /m + 1_, =-» fe,,/m_,- =-»

...  =-» ft. 1( then the ith factorization is the last in the sequence. If instead any

fe,.    -* bj   + 1, letp0 = p0(i) be the first spot where this occurs and set

Ibjj fori <7 </?0,

fe, + l,y=  (KjKj+l       iotj=p0,

(fe,,,+1 for/>0<y< lm- i.

Inductively we see by ln_x that fe,■ ■ =-> ax for all i andy, so in particularpQ(i) never

equals 1 and fe, , = a, for all i. The last factorization in the sequence must occur

while i < lm, which means that u has a monotonic atomic factorization as a product

of two or more atoms. By U„, u is not also an atom.

The proof of interpolation is quite technical and is postponed to the appendix.

For proposition F„ (trivial for ai = 1), suppose mVu and |m| = n. Let r ¥= 1 be a

left factor of u for which AAi^r. If \r\ = ai we are done, so supposing \r\ < ai, factor r

using U„_, into r = ax • • • at. Then m<a, also holds, while by segmentation and

interpolation a, =-> 5 =-> 5' -» u for somes G /!„_, and s' g y4„_,. Through C„„,

we get aai^s', by F„_, we get m<s', and from Cn_x we obtain (aai + l)*u. We are

back where we started, but with a longer chain. Because G has finite global

dimension, this process cannot continue forever. Conclude that, at some point, m<u

must occur.

The chain extension property (proposition C„) is one of the most important.

Assuming m<u and u -» q with u g An, let cu be any w-chain which has u as a right

factor of its tail and let rw g W n («, 4) be a word having a nontrivial right factor

r of m as an initial segment. The word cuw is an (aai + l)-prechain which must either

be or contain as a left segment an (aai + l)-chain of the form cus. This (aai + l)-chain,

with tail s e (u, q), shows that either (m + l)*-q or (m + \)>u. If (aai + l)*-u, use

the now proved proposition F„ to conclude that (aai + l)-^w, and we are back where

we started, but with a longer chain. As before, the global dimension condition

guarantees that eventually (aai + l>-g will occur.

Exclusivity and the total ordering flow from acyclicity, the condition that a cycle

ui ~* u2 ~* ''' ~~* ui ~* ui cannot occur in A„. To prove this, note that ux -* u2

says that either (l)*ux or (l)^w2. If (l)*-ux, use F„ and C„ to obtain (1)*ia2, so

(1)^m2 in any case. By repeated application of F„ and C„ we get (2)*w3, (3)^w4,...,

(l)^w,, (/ + l)*u2,..., contrary to Ghaving finite global dimension.

Proposition L„ (Lj is trivial) has a left and a right version. If u = vq, \q\ > 1,

factor q by U„ into q = ax • • • a,. Then segmentation assures us for suitable i1 and t
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that v =-* s -* t =-* at, whence by interpolation we get v =-> 5 -> st = u. Like-

wise, if u = qv, we write q = bx • • • bm, yielding by S„ and I„ the relation bm =-> s

—> sr = « -> A =-> v. Clearly u -> p.

Finally, to check proposition R„, let vv g tf/ with |w| = ai. Our proof of unique

factorization actually applies to elements of W as well as M since we only use that

subwords of vv lie in M. The proper conclusion is that w ^ Wis either a "would-be-

atom" or has a unique factorization into genuine atoms.

The latter possibility leads to a contradiction when we write w = ax • • • am, with

am =-» am_x =-> • • • =-» ax in j4„_,. Since m > 2 is being assumed, this says

(l)-*am. The relation ax = am would imply the impossibility ax -> a,, so am -» a,

and chain extension forces (2)<ax. Letting cax be an /-chain (/ ^ 2) whose tail has ax

as a right factor, ca,a2 • • • am is an (/ + l)-prechain (/ + 1 > 3) which implies

(ypOj and by F„ (3)-*a, for some a,. If a, = a,, repeat the argument to obtain (A)<a}

for some aj, and so on. If instead a, -» ax, Cn yields (4)^a,. Since this construction

could be iterated indefinitely, we have our desired contradiction.   □

Theorem 6. Let G be a connected graded monomial k-algebra with global dimension

d < oo, such that G contains no free subalgebra on two monomials. Then G is finitely

presented and has polynomial growth. Furthermore,

(5) HG(z)=U(l-z^rl)
1 = 1

for some positive integers {e,}, so HG(z) is a rational function with a pole of order d at

z = 1.

Proof. Suppose that the set A of atoms for G were infinite. The set A is totally

ordered, so choose any sequence ax -* a2 —> ••• -* ad+x. We deduce (l)^a2,

(2)*-a3,..., (d)>ad+x, contradicting the requisite nonexistence of ^-chains when G

has global dimension d.

The set of atoms for G must be finite. In fact, if D = #(A), then D < d. The

subset S = Ax cz A is also finite, so G is finitely generated. By property R„ every

w g W is the product of two atoms, so there can be only finitely many words in W.

We have shown that G is finitely presented, and by Theorem 3 it enjoys polynomial

growth.

It turns out that there are precisely d atoms. This is easiest to see by using the set

of atoms as a set of generators. Call the new generating set {yx, y2,... ,yD}, ordered

so that yt -* yj for i > j. By unique factorization and our knowledge about the

relations in W we know that a k-basis for G is the set

{yi'yi2 ■ ■ ■ y\s}

and consequently the "obstruction set" in the language of [2], relative to the

generating set {yx, y2,...,yD}, is precisely {ytyj\i > j'}. The longest chain construct-

ible from these obstructions is clearly the (D — l)-chain yDyD-\ ''' J'n so Dy [2»

Theorem 1.4], d = gl.dim.(G) < D. Since D < d also, we have D = d.
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Lastly, the k-basis {y{ly22 • ■ ■ yDD} shows that G 's Hilbert series is

(6) Hc(z)=f\(l-z^rl\
1 = 1

as claimed, where the absolute value symbol in (6) now refers to the original grading

on G if this differs from the grading by length.    □

Example 3. It should be pointed out that monomial algebras with global dimen-

sion d and polynomial growth do exist for every d > 2. While

k(xx,...,xd)/(allXjXj\i < j)

is an "obvious" example, we can achieve the same result with just two generators via

k(a, fe>/< ad-lb, a'baJb\0 <; < i < d - 2).

The set of atoms for the latter example is {a, a'b\0 < i < d — 2). "More interesting"

examples can be built by extending a set of generators to a suitable set A of d words

to serve as the atoms, choosing a total ordering on A which is consistent with the

interpolation principle and with the membership of A, and taking as IT7 the set

W = { uv\u ^ A, v ^ A, u -+ v, uv £ A}.

For instance, in k(a, fe) the set A = [a, fe, ab, a2b, ab2, a2b2} works. The presence

of afe g A indicates that we have taken a -» fe. Note that interpolation forces all the

other order relationships with the exception that either afe -» a2fe2 or a2fe2 -» ab is

permissible.

Remark. The Hilbert series (5) is identical with the Hilbert series of a commuta-

tive polynomial ring having generators in degrees ex,e2,...,ed. It also coincides with

the Hilbert series of the enveloping algebra of a d-dimensional nilpotent graded Lie

algebra L for which L = span{ax,...,ad} and |a,| = et. The polynomial ring and

the enveloping algebra both have global dimension d. These observations make the

following conjecture seem plausible.

Conjecture. Suppose G is a connected graded k-algebra with polynomial growth

and with global dimension d < oo. Then the Hilbert series of G is given by (5) for

some positive integers {e,}.    □

The conjecture has now been verified when G is commutative, when G is an

enveloping algebra, and when G is a monomial ring. The referee has pointed out that

an unpublished result of M. Lorenz confirms the conjecture also in the case when G

is a Noetherian Pi-ring.

4. One-two Hopf algebras with few relations. We will prove in this section that a

connected graded Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed field, with ai generators

in degree one and d relations in degree two, contains a free subalgebra on two

primitive elements as long as d «£ j(3n — 5). As we noted in the Introduction, this is

the case which holds the greatest relevance to local rings.

The proof of the existence of such a subalgebra is divided into five steps, each of

which builds upon the previous one. Because of this, the motivation for some of the

steps may seem obscure. It may help to read the proofs in reverse order, starting

with Theorem 8 and working backwards to Lemma 2.
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As background, recall from [1, Lemma 1.1] that any finitely generated connected

graded k-algebra G has a natural k-basis consisting of monomials in the generators.

Specifically, suppose G is generated by [xx, x2,...,xn}, so that there exists a

surjection of algebras/: F = k(xx,.. .,x„) -» G. Let T be the free noncommutative

monoid on the graded set 5 = {xx,...,x„), and suppose that S is totally ordered by

a relation >0. The degree and dictionary order on T (induced by >0) is defined by

setting u > v for \u\ > \v\ and by resorting to the lexicographic order induced by >0

when |u| = |p|. When J" has the degree and dictionary order, the set

MG = ( u g T\f(u) does not belong to span( /(p)|p < w)}

is a k-basis for G. Furthermore, Mc is an order ideal of monomials, that is, any

segment of any u g Mc also belongs to MG. If P is any further quotient of G, then

MP c MG (for details on any of this, see [1]).

Our goal, of course, is to establish the existence of suitable free subalgebras of a

graded algebra. In a sense, the overall plan is to reduce this problem to a problem

about monomial rings. Lemma 2 fits in with this by asserting that certain homomor-

phisms of graded monoids are well behaved.

Lemma 2. Let T be the free monoid on the graded set S = {xx,...,x„}. Let S be

totally ordered via > 0 and let T inherit the degree and dictionary order, denoted > .

Let u and v be any two words in T and suppose that there exists no monomial vv of

which both u and v are powers. Denote by S' the graded set {a, fe} having \a\ = \u\ and

\b\ = \v\, and define a >, fe if uv > vu in T, b > , a if vu > uv (uv = vu is ruled out by

[6, p. 237]). Let T' be the free monoid on S' and give T the degree and dictionary

order induced by >x. Then the homomorphism of monoids h: T' —> T defined by

h(a) = u and h(b) = v is order-preserving. That is, h(p) > h(q) in T if and only if

p > q in 7". In particular, h is one-to-one (this last claim coincides with Exercise 1 of

[6, p. 238]).

Proof. The nonexistence of vv having both u and v as powers assures us that

1 =£ u 1= v # 1, so |m| + |p| > 2. Our proof proceeds by induction on \u\ + \v\, so we

suppose that |w| + |p| = aai ̂  2 and that Lemma 2 is known to hold for all pairs of

monomials u', v' G T satisfying \u'\ + \v'\ < m — 1.

The statement we wish to prove has the form that a certain relation holds for all

monomialsp, a G 7", and two cases are covered by an induction on \p\. They are

(I) the case where there is a subset [s, t} c 5 for which u = ts and v = t; and

(II) the case where neither u nor p is a left segment of the other.

Suppose the inequality h(p') > h(q') is known to hold for \p'\ < I and a' < p',

but p and q now satisfy |p| = / and q < p. If \q\ < I, then the "degree" part of the

"degree and dictionary" guarantees that h(q) < h(p), so suppose \q\ = /. If p and q

both share the left factor a, say p = ap' and q = aq', thenp' > q' so h(p) = uh(p')

> uh(q') = h(q), and likewise if p and q share the left factor fe. When p = ap' and

q = bq', the relation p > q in the lexicographic ordering indicates that a >, fe, and

we handle (I) and (II) separately. For (I), the nonexistence of vv having both ts and t

as powers means that s ¥= t, and a >, fe leads to tst > tts, implying s > 0 t. This fact
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combines with |s| + \p'\ = I - \t\ = \q'\ and t being a left factor of h(q') to yield that

sh(p') > h(q'), whence h(p) = tsh(p') > th(q') = h(q). For (II), a >, fe signifies

uv > vu, which by lexicographic order means uu' > vv' whenever u', v' g T and

\uu'\ = |pp'|. In particular, h(p) = uh(p') > vh(q') = h(q). A similar argument

holds if p = bp' and q = aq'.

Cases not covered above all have one of u and p occurring as a left segment of the

other, without loss of generality say p is a left segment of u. Writing u = vv0, we

have that |p0| 3* 1 since otherwise u = v, and also that v and p0 cannot both be

powers of the same w g T. Let T" be the free monoid on the graded set [s, t),

where \s\ = |p0|and|?| = |p|. Define h0: T" -» T to be a homomorphism of monoids,

with h0(s) = p0 and h0(t) = v. Since |p0| + |p| < aai = \u\ + \v\, h0 is order-preserv-

ing by our inductive hypothesis as long as the ordering on {s, t} satisfies

s > 21 <=> p0p > ppo- This in turn is equivalent to

p0p > pp0 <=> pp0p > ppp0 <=> uv > vu <=> a >, fe.

Define the monoid homomorphism h,: 7" -» T" by hx(a) = ts and hx(b) = t, which

is order-preserving by case (I) above. Since h = h0° hx, h also preserves order.    □

To apply this to situations involving linear combinations of monomials, we have

the next two lemmas. For F = k(xx,...,x„) with xx >0 x2 >0 • • • >0 x„, the high

term q of any w G F — (0) is found by expressing w in terms of the monomial

k-basis for F, say

vv =  E V,       c„ g k, almost all cv = 0.
tier

Then q is the largest monomial, in the sense of the degree and dictionary order, for

which c =£ 0. We continue from the previous section the notation (u, v) for the set

of all segments of words in the submonoid of T which u and v generate.

Lemma 3. Let f: F = k{xx,..., xn) -* G be a surjection of graded algebras and let T

and MG be as defined above. Suppose that u, v g T are such that (u, v) c MG, and

suppose that a and B are any two nonzero homogeneous elements of F whose high terms

are, respectively, u and v. Suppose further that u and v are not both powers of the same

monomial. Then f (a) andf(B) generate a free subalgebra ofG.

Proof. Let 7" be the free monoid on [a, fe}, where |a| = \u\ and |fe| = |p|, and let

h: T' -* T be the homomorphism of monoids satisfying h(a) = u and fe(fe) = v.

When we order {a, fe} such that a >x b <=> uv > vu, Lemma 2 shows that h is

order-preserving. Furthermore, im(/i) c (u, v) c MG.

Let g: k(a, fe) -» Fbe the homomorphism of graded algebras defined by g(a) = a

andg(fe) = R. Let/? g ker(/»g) and if p =t 0 write

p =   E crr,       cr g k,

almost all cr being zero. Let q be the high term of p and note that h(r) is the high

term of g(r) for any r£l". Consequently h(q) is the high term of g(p). Since

0=f(g(P))=   E cj(g(r)),
reT'
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we have the relation

/(/j(a))espan{/(w)|w<Ai(a)]

in G. This contradicts the definition of Mc since h(q) >duce that ker(/ ° g)

= 0, which is the desired conclusion.   □

Lemma 4. Let F = k(xx, ...,x„) be a free primitive! ' >pf algebra, with

each \Xj\ = 1. Let ax,...,ad be a set of primitive ee two and put

G = F/(ax,...,ad). Write

n        n

aP= E E cijPxixj
1=1. y=l

in F,l ^ p < d, Cjjp g k.

(a) // cXXp = 0 and cx2p = 0 for allp, then the subalgebra of G generated by xx and

[xx, x2] is free on two generators.

(b) // cx2 = 0 and cx3p = 0 for allp, then the subalgebra of G generated by [xx, x2\

and [xx, x3] is free on two generators.

Note. The notation [u, v] denotes uv — (-1)1"1'''''ph. which is primitive whenever u

and p are homogeneous primitives. In particular, [xt, x] = x,x; + x;x, is primitive,

and any primitive element of degree two in F is a linear combination of {[x,, xf\)

and {x2}.

Proof. Because the relations are primitive, cX2p = 0 implies c2Xp = 0 and likewise

cX3p = 0 carries with it c3Xp = 0. Considering G as an associative graded algebra we

form a further quotient P of it. In case (a), let

P = k<x„...,x„>/<x2, x3,...,xn) = k(xx, x2)/(x\).

The k-basis for the monomial algebra P consists of all words on x, and x2 which

exclude the segment x\, so (xx, xxx2) = MP c MG.  Deduce by Lemma 3 that

k(xx, [xx, x2]) embeds freely in G.

In case (b), take P to be

P = k(x,,... ,xn)/(xx, x2, x2x3, x3x2, x3, x4,... ,xn)

~ k{xx, x2, x3)/<[xx, x2, x2x3, x3x2, x3).

This time (xxx2, xxx3) = MP c MG. So in G the subalgebra generated by [xx, x2]

and [xx, x3] is free.   □

We have emphasized that each quadratic relation ap is given in terms of ai2

coefficients (c, ), with c, = c,- in the case of primitive relations. Let Ap denote

the ai X ai matrix whose (i, j)-entxy is cijp. If A is any ai X ai nonsingular matrix with

entries in k, A can be viewed as expressing a linear change of coordinates among the

generators [xx,... ,xn} of F = k(xx,...,x„). The effeci. of [his basis change on the

quadratic expression a is described by the congruence transformation, A goes to

A'A A. Our approach is to select A so that the quadratic forms described by

(A'A A) will satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4. The nex! result gives a sufficient

condition for the existence of such a matrix A.
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Theorem 7. Fix d ^ 1 and for 1 < p < d let

n       n

aP= E E cuPxixj
i = i y=i

fee primitive quadratic elements in the free Hopf algebra F = k(xx,... ,x„), |x,| = 1.

Let Ap be the matrix wtih (Ap)u JX = ciJp and for any column vector y = (yx,... ,yn)'

ek" let C(y) denote the d X ai matrix whose pth row is y'Ap. Suppose that

y g k" - (0) exists such that xank(C(y)) < ai — 2. Then G = F/(ax,..., ad) contains

a free primitively generated subalgebra on two generators of degree one or two. In

particular, this is true over any k if d < aj — 2.

Proof. Suppose y is such that y # 0 and rank(C( >>)) < ai - 2. Let z, and z2 be

linearly independent vectors in k" belonging to the null space of C(y). Let U denote

the subspace of k" spanned by z, and z2.

If the vector y does not belong to U, let A be any nonsingular matrix whose first

three columns are, respectively, y, zx, and z2. The (1,2)-entry of A'A A equals

y'Apzx = 0 and likewise the (l,3)-entry of A'ApA equals y'Apz2 = 0. With respect to

the new basis described by the columns of A, the quadratic relations defining G all

satisfy condition (b) of Lemma 4.

If instead y g U, then C(y)y = 0 and at least one of z, and z2, say zx, is not

parallel to y. Let A be any nonsingular matrix whose first two columns are,

respectively,^ and zx. The (l,l)-entry of A',4 A equalsy'Apy = 0 and the (l,2)-en-

try is y'Apzx = 0. With respect to the new basis, the defining relations for G satisfy

condition (a) of Lemma 4.   □

Theorem 8. Suppose k is an algebraically closed field. Let

n       n

aP= E E cijPx,xj
1 = 17 = 1

be primitive quadratic elements in F= k(je1;... ,x„) for 1 < p < d, where each

\Xj\ = 1 and d < 2(3ai — 5). Then G = F/(ax,... ,ad) contains a free subalgebra

generated by two primitives of degree one or two.

Proof. Let C(y) be as in Theorem 7, but think of the coordinates^,,... ,yn ofy as

indeterminates allowed to range over k. The entries of C(y) axe now homogeneous

linear forms in k[yx,... ,yn]. If d < ai — 2 there is nothing to prove by Theorem 7, so

supposed > n — 1.

Let / be the ideal in the polynomial ring k[yx,...,yn] generated by the determi-

nants of all (ai - 1) X (ai - 1) minors of C(y). By [7 or 8, Corollary 4], the grade of

/, which is the length of the longest regular sequence lying in /, is bounded by

grade(/) < (ai -(ai - l) + l)(d-(n - 1) + 1) = 2d - 2ai + 4 < ai - 1.

Let V be the algebraic variety defined by I. If V = {0}, then the Nullstellensatz [3]

would guarantee that Rad(7) = (x,,... ,x„), and sufficiently high powers of x,,.. .,x„

would form a regular sequence lying in /. This contradiction shows that V # {0},

i.e., there is somey' e k" - (0) for which every (ai - 1) X (ai - 1) minor of C(y')
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has vanishing determinant. It follows that rank(C(j>')) < ai - 2, as needed for

Theorem 7.    □

Applying [13 or 15], we have at once

Theorem 9. Let (R,m,k) be a local ring with m3 = 0, dim(m/m2) = ai, and

dim(m2) = d. If (a) k is arbitrary and d < ai — 2 or (b) k is algebraically closed and

d < |(3ai — 5), then the subalgebra E of Exfk(k, k) which is generated by Ext^k, k)

contains a free subalgebra on two primitive elements.    □

Appendix: Proof of interpolation. In this Appendix we present the proof of

proposition I„ (I, is vacuous), taking as hypotheses that all ten propositions of

Theorem 5 hold for ai — 1, that propositions U„, S„, and P„ are true, and that the

hypotheses of Theorem 5 are met by W c 7 = Ts.

Recall that, for monomials s and t, Fs , denotes the submonoid of 7 generated by s

and t and (s, t) denotes the set of all segments of words in Fs ,. If s, t G M, then

any vv g (s, t) n W must have the form vv = wxw2w3, where vv2 g Fs. ,, vv, is a final

segment of 5 or of t, and vv3 is an initial segment of s or of t.

Proof of interpolation. Interpolation provides a specific -» -connection be-

tween an atom of length ai and a shorter atom. The author initially attempted several

proofs of Theorem 5 which avoided or glossed over this step, and all of them ran

into trouble later with the chain extension property or with exclusivity. Half of the

claim I„ is simple. If v -* uv, there would exist a word w G (uv, v) n W having the

form vv = sxw's2, where sx is a nontrivial right factor of p, w' g Fuv^ ,„ and s2 is a left

factor of uv or of p. This word w also shows that v -» u, contradicting exclusivity and

the assumption u -> p. The relation uv -> v follows, since the condition of no free

subalgebras guarantees that one or the other must hold.

The proof that u -» uv or that u -» u' —> uv is surprisingly more difficult. The

difficulty reflects a basic asymmetry in our definition of the relation -» . Among all

pairs (s, t) of atoms in A„_x, let («', u") be the pair for which \u'\ is largest. By L„_,

we have u -* u', so it suffices to prove that u' -> u'u" = uv. To simplify notation we

henceforth assume that u = u' and proceed to prove that u -* uv.

Let

B = { am\w is a proper nontrivial left factor of uv and vv = a, • • • am

is its unique monotonic factorization into atoms).

In words, B consists of all final atoms of all proper initial segments of uv. Clearly

ue BczAnX.

Assertion 1. The atom u (= u') is the latest element of B. (When a2 -» a, we say

that a, is "later" than a2.)

To prove this assertion, let a, • • • am be the atomic factorization of any proper

left segment of uv. If \u\ > \ax\ we have am =-> a, =-» u by L„_,. If \u\ < |a,|, we

reach a contradiction as follows. Use L„_, to deduce u -» a, and use S„ to obtain

a, =-» s -* t with jj = up. Then u -» .y so L„_, shows |w| < |j|, making (5, A) an

atomic pair having st = uv but \s\ > \u\ = |«'|.
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We shall also make use of the following three facts.

Assertion 2. If r is a left segment of any w g Fu m„ then either r g Fu m or

r = rxr2r3, where rx g Fu uv and r3 g B satisfies a3 -> u.

Assertion 3. Let fe g B - {u}. If a is a nontrivial left segment of any w g Fbu,

then either r = rxu for some rx G Fh u or r = rxr2r3, where a, g Fh u and r3 G B -

Assertion A. Suppose uv = uhv' for some h > 0. Then any proper left segment p"

of p' either has the form v" = um, where «m is also a left factor of uv, or has the form

v" = rxr2 with r2 G 5 - {w}.

To prove Assertion 2, note that r = rxr', where rx G Fuuo and r' is a proper left

factor of wp. If r' = 1 we are done, but when r' # 1 factoring /•' = ax ■ ■ • am by

U„_, yields am g i? and, by Assertion l,am=-> u. Either a„, -> w and we are done

(take a3 = a„,), or a„, = u. If a„, = w, then u = am =-* • ■ ■ =-» a, =-» u by Asser-

tion 1, so u = am = • • •  = a, and a' = um. But then a = rxr' g Fu „„.

The proof of Assertion 3 is very similar, but it relies in addition upon the fact that

the final atom of an initial segment of any fe G B also lies in B. This fact is a

consequence of the "observation" made while proving proposition U„.

To prove Assertion 4, factor v" by U„_, into v" = a, ■ • • am. If a, =-» u, then

uhax ■ ■ ■ am is the unique factorization of uhv", so am G B. When am = u, we get

v" = am and since um+h is then a left factor of wV = wp, u"' is also. If instead

u -* ax, then fe > 1 by Assertion 1. Proposition I„_, makes uhax an atom and by S„

and Ln_x we have uhax -» s -> A with |s| > |u|, contradicting the maximality of

With these four assertions behind us, we now prove that u -> uv by supposing the

opposite and reaching a contradiction. Using this supposition and the fact that

"p -> «" is false by E„_,, we may conclude

Assertion 5. Every word win W C\ (u, uv) must have the form vv = sxvw's2, where

sx ¥= 1 is a right factor of u, vv' g Fu uv, and s2 is a left factor of u or of uv.

Using Assertion 5, we obtain the contradiction we seek by proving

Assertion 6. There is a set Q c M with the following two properties:

(A) For some m > 0, there is an m-chain whose tail belongs to Q.

(B) For all aai > 0, if there exists an w-chain whose tail q belongs to Q, then for

some I > m there is an /-chain whose tail q' also belongs to Q.

Obviously, if Assertion 6 were true, then there would exist arbitrarily long chains

and by Theorem 4 gl.dim.(k(S)/(W)) = oo. This would contradict the hypotheses

of Theorem 5. After giving names to four special words in W, we shall define a set Q

for which we will be able to prove (A) and (B).

Let vv0 be a word of minimal length in the set W n (u, uv). If B consists of {u}

only, we can proceed immediately to define Q. If instead B contains two or more

elements, let fe denote the latest element of B — {u}. There may or may not exist a

word in W of the form sw'uv, where ^ is a nontrivial right factor of fe and w' g Fh u.

If so, let vv, have mimimal length among words of this form. Let w2 be a word of

minimal length, if any exist, such that vv2 = sw'uv, where as before vv' g Fh „ but s is

now a nontrivial right factor of u. Lastly, let vv3 be of minimal length in W C\ (fe, u).
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Let Q = Qx U Q2 U Q3 U g4 if B * {«} and set Q = QA if fi = {«}, where <27

denotes the set of words q g M - {1} which satisfy condition (_/) below (|w,| is

taken to be oo if w, does not exist):

(1) Some a g 2? - {w} is a right factor of q.

(2) a = tuh, where A g Fh „; ma is a nontrivial left factor of wp; and

|a| < min(|w,| — |wp|, max(|w3| — |u|, \w2\ — \uv\)j.

(3) q = tuv, where t g Fh „.

(A) q = p'a, where v' is any right factor of p and f G Fu UD — {1} and |?| < | w0| - |p|.

To prove that Assertion 6(A) holds for this Q, consider \u\ = 1 and \u\ > 1

separately. If |w| = 1, then w is itself a 0-chain with tail u, so u e Q4. If |w| > 1, let

a g S he the first letter of the word u. Then a is a 0-chain whose tail is a e Qx.

To verify the inductive step of Assertion 6, some additional notation is helpful.

Let c be an AAi-chain with tail q, and suppose that vv g W is any word such that a

nontrivial initial factor a of vv is also a final factor of q. Write vv = r w' and note that

cw' is an (m + l)-prechain. This prechain has as a left factor an (aai + l)-chain c'

with tail q'. The new tail q' is defined to be the unique initial segment of vv' such

that some right factor of qq' belongs to W but no other segment of qq' lies in W.

Under these conditions we write q' = NT(g, w'), "NT" standing for "new tail". As

we have already noted, NT(#, w') is always a nontrivial left factor of vv'.

We are finally ready to verify Assertion 6(B), which is the heart of the proof of

interpolation. Suppose c is an w-chain with tail q satisfying (1). By C„_, and F„_, we

can immediately reduce to the case a = fe. Consider two subcases. If \w3\ < \wx\ — \v\,

write w3 = sxs2s3, where s2 G Fh u and sx =£ 1 is a final factor of fe. Put q' =

NT(a, s2s3). By Assertion 3, either q' g Qx or q' = tu for some t g Fb u. In the

latter event,

|?| + |u| = \q'\ < \s2s3\ < \w3\ < |w,| — |p|,

so |/| < |w3| - \u\ < \wx\ - \uv\ and consequently q' G Q2.

If instead |w3| ^ |w,| - |p|, let vv, = sxs2uv, where again sx # 1 is a final factor of fe

and s2 e Fb u. Put q' = NT(g, s2uv). Since q' is an initial segment of s2uv, we must

have q' = s2uv or \q'\ < \s2\ or |52wp| > \q'\ > \s2\. If q' = s2uv, then q' g Q3, while

|^'| < |^2| means by Assertion 3 that either q' g Qx or q' = tu with t g Fft „. Lastly,

if |s2up| > |^r'| > |i2|, then Assertion 4 shows that either q' g Qx or q' = s2uh for uh

a left segment of uv. When q' £ Qx U Q3 we nave ^' = '"* "with

kl ̂  \si\< lwil— \uv\ < W — ImI>

soa'G (22.

If we start with q g Q2, write ^ = tuh and again consider two subcases. If

|/| > Iw2\ - \uv\, factor w2 as w2 = sxs2uv, where s2 g Fft „ and sx # 1 is a right factor

of u. Put q' = NT(r/, 52wp). By reasoning similar to that of the previous paragraph

we have either q' g Qx u Q3 or ^f' = r'w"' with \t'\ < |j2|. Then

k'l ̂  kil< 1^1— \uv\ ̂ kl< \w\\ ~ ImuI'

so?' G Ql-
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If instead |A| < \w2\ — |wp|, use Assertion 5 to factor w0 as vv0 = sxvs2s3, where sx is

a right factor of u, s2 g Fh „, and |s3| < |wp|. Write uv = uhv' (where h is still such

that q = tuh) and put q' = NT(<7, v's2s3). Consider the possibilities of \q'\ < \v'\ and

\q'\ > |p'| separately. When \q'\ < \v'\, Assertion 4 shows q' g Qx u Q2. When

\q'\ > |p'|, Assertion 2 assures us that q' G Qx or q' = v't' with t' G F„ „,,. In the

latter event we have |r'| < \s2s3\ < \w0\ - \v\, so q' G Q4 as long as we can show that

t' =£ 1. If t' = 1 there would exist a word vv g h/ which was a final segment of

qra' = tuhv' = tuv. Because of the special form of w and the minimality of vv, and of

w2, we would deduce that either \w\ > |w,| or \w\ > \w2\. If \w\ > Iw,! we obtain the

contradiction

\wx\ «j \w\ < \qq'\ = \tuv\ = \t\ + \uv\ < \wx\,

while if \w\ > \w2\ we deduce the absurdity

\w2\ < \w\ < \qq'\ = \tuv\ < \w2\.

Next suppose that q = tuv G (23- Again write w0 = s,p.s2.s3, where 5, ¥= 1 is a right

segment of u and NT(<7, s2.s3). Because |</'| < |s2s3| < |w0| - |p|, Assertion 2

guarantees that 4

Lastly, if q <z- Q4, put t/ = p'a with / G Fu ut) — {1}. We can also factor t as

t = txt2, where . '. t2 = u or t2 = uv. If t2 = uv, write w0 = sxvs2s3 and

put r/' = NT(> (24 as in the previous paragraph. If t2 = u, let q' =

NT(a, P-s2.s3). .ind 4 show that q' g (2, U Q4 U {p}. But q' = v leads

to a contradic s. If g' = p, then qq' = v'txuv has a final segment

vv g W. Becau: ) we have w g W n (w, wp) and therefore |w| > |w0|.

Since |/| < |w0| fv\ < |w0| < |w|, so vv = p"Ap for some nontrivial right

factor p" of p. But then v - > u (cf. Assertion 5), which is impossible.   □
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